Malaysia Airports operates 39 airports locally and is invested in 4 airports overseas, in India, Maldives and Turkey. It is the only listed airport operator globally, of a diversified system of small to large airports, that receives no subsidies from the government for also running social obligation airports in remote parts of the country, whilst maintaining the lowest aeronautical charges amongst comparable capital city airports regionally.

Do you enjoy:
- working with people, numbers & computers?
- solving problems and puzzles?

Are you:
- persuasive? as well as a good listener?
- able to see the big picture? While not missing out on the details?
- multifunctional? Analytical?
- willing to let others take the bow?

If you are all of the above, and more, we would like you to be part of our Corporate Planning team at Malaysia Airports – focused in delivering our Runway to Success blueprint while maneuvering the constantly changing and challenging aviation landscape.

As entailed in our Runway to Success strategy blueprint, Malaysia Airports aims to embark on a defining journey which includes:
- creating a trendy and exciting travel retail and shopping experience at our airports, anchored at our flagship KLIA and soon to be klia2
- developing world class and iconic attractions at our land bank surrounding KLIA
- growing our overseas business through operations and investments in foreign airports
- executing our sustainability agenda

As a Corporate Planner, you will have the opportunity to learn, grow and contribute to these strategic endeavours...

Positions available for Corporate Planning: Executive, Senior Executive, Manager

Person to Contact - Muhamad Khair Mirza
E: khairmirza@malaysiaairports.com.my
T: 03-87777007
General Line: 03-87777000